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Welcome to Chuo High School, the center of "CHI", intelligence, morality, and humanity
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I think that Chuo's slogan is kind of clever. It's a nice play on words. However, Vice

Principal Fukaya has told me that there is a deeper meaning to“ ” (chi) than just

“intelligence.” When I search for the meaning of in the dictionary, one of those words

is “wisdom.” Wisdom usually means knowledge gained from experience. I believe that

“wise” is usually a positive adjective and is given to people who are in some ways humane

and moral. Many of my colleagues agree, but some believe that this is not always true and

that inhumane people could also be considered wise.
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I have spoken with many of my friends to try to find an equivalent word in English,

but it has been a challenge to find a word that matches perfectly. We thought of many

words that closely represent the essence of either intelligence or morality: virtue, virtuosity,

integrity, mindfulness, consciousness, propriety, cognizance, altruism etc. All of these words

are great. Many of them are more closely related to morality, but have some nuance of

intelligence.
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Two of those words that I think are interesting are virtue and virtuosity. Virtue

represents morality and strength, and virtuosity means great technical skill. For example

musical geniuses in Italy (and now in English speaking countries) were often called

“virtuosos.” As for virtue, great leaders such as Gandhi would be considered virtuous.

These words represent morality, strength and intelligence separately. However, they both

come from the same Latin word virtus.
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Even though it has been difficult to find a word which means intelligence, morality

and humanity, I think that the subtleties of these words are different when you ask different

people. I believe that in the end, all of these words would be excellent qualities, not only

for Chuo students and teachers, but for anyone to have.
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Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone

Philosopher “wise man”
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